Amazone Ltd has joined BIGGA as a Golden Key Sponsor and joined the Association and Rhône Poulenc as co-sponsor of the Environment Award it initiated two years ago.

In recent years the name Amazone would lead you to think less about the great South American river and more about Amazone Ltd, the company which conceived the Amazone Golf Environment competition two years ago and ran it with conspicuous success.

Amazone has now joined forces with BIGGA and Rhone Poulenc to give the competition a further boost under the new name of the BIGGA Environmental Award in association with Amazone and Rhône Poulenc. Amazone has also become a BIGGA Golden Key sponsor.

Amazone Ltd was formed in 1983 to market the products of Amazone, one of Germany's best known and largest agricultural engineering companies. With a history of over 100 years Amazone is the market leader in Europe for its fertiliser broadcasters, a piece of equipment which has been developed and refined since the 1950s.

The product range now includes Amazone seed drills, sprayers, power harrows, and ground care equipment, the latter of which is handled through a separate division - Amazone Ground Care - which was launched in 1989 to market the Amazone Groundkeeper flail type mower as well as the fertiliser spreading, seeding, cultivating and spreading machinery.

The philosophy of the company is based on innovation and of the need to provide equipment which is environmentally friendly. The reasoning is simple - Amazone equipment is designed to apply materials such as agrochemicals and nitrate fertilisers and these have to be applied with great accuracy to ensure that their effect is optimised and that there is no ecological danger involved.
The fact is that the opposite is more often the case. Golf courses cover large tracts of land with often only a small area that is actually 'in play'. The remainder contains areas of natural terrain that can, and often do, provide habitats for a huge range of bird, insect, animal and plant species.

Many greenkeepers have become concerned with these areas and actively manage them to encourage species diversity. The BIGGA Environmental Award in association with Amazone and Rhone Poulenc seeks to both enliven this interest and also promote work that is being done to improve the public image of the industry as well as the interests of the club management and membership," he said.

"We know that many greenkeepers face ignorance within their own working environment and often have to battle to protect species or particularly rich areas or to raise the cash to invest in areas with low environmental value.

"By achieving recognition of the good work that is done we hope to both encourage greenkeepers in this area of their work and also to help provide increased support for their efforts from club management and members."

Having launched the competition in 95 the link with BIGGA and Rhone Poulenc has given the competition wider industry recognition and helped to increase its stature and importance and give it an added educational dimension.

The expansion of the UK company has been fairly dramatic during the last 14 years. Turnover has gone from less than half a million to approaching £12 million and staff and facilities have been increased to keep pace. There are now two centres with the administration at Saltash in Cornwall and the machine sales, parts and services based at Harworth near Doncaster.

As a measure of the company's success the Harworth premises have already seen three phases of expansion so that today machine stocks can be stored under cover and the overall facility includes latest state-of-the-art parts storage and retrieval systems as well as a magnificent new training school. The latter has been provided to give in-house training for both dealers and their staff as well as end users. The school offers the ideal environment to demonstrate how machines work and the technical aspects of their design and operation.

Harworth is also the base for Amazone's Ground Care operations which produces machinery for grass maintenance, scarifying, power coring, seeding, cultivations, sand and fertiliser spreading and leaf and litter collection plus specialist machines for maintaining artificial sports surfaces.